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Separate Gender Activity

adapted from Journeys in Film

This activity is best completed when two classes can be combined and over at least two days. Students will
divide by gender to permit free discourse and facilitate addressing of gender stereotypes.
Standards Addressed:
Social Studies
SS.8.H.CL6.2 Evaluate the sequence and analyze the impact of contemporary social, economic, and
technological developments on people and culture in WV.
SS.8.H.CL6.4 Examine the economic, social, and political impact of 20th century events on WV.
Science
Language Arts
Essential Questions:
•
•
•

Why are women perceived to contribute less to the fields of STEM education?
Is gender bias evident in accessibility to STEM education?
What skills and education are required to pursue a career in a STEM discipline?

Part 1:
Divide the class into gender groups, male and female and place in separate classrooms. In their gender groups,
the students are to match the STEM contribution to the contributor’s name. Encourage them to work together to
be successful. Permit about 10 minutes to complete the activity. Then score their Notable STEM Contributors,
separating A and B. Discuss how the Set A answers compare with Set B. Ask why do they think the trends are
evident? Were they surprised about some of the contributions by some people in particular their genders?
Part 2
Remain in gender groups as the lesson will diverge. For the female group: pass out copies of the Do Girls
See Themselves as Smart? https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/01/26/511801423/young-girls-areless-apt-to-think-women-are-really-really-smart and have the girls read it silently. Lead a class discussion
asking the following questions:
•
•

•
•
•
•

According to the article, how do young girls see themselves compared with boys in terms of
“smartness”?
Andrei Cimpian, one of the authors of the studies detailed in the article, claims that stereotypes about
what kinds of people can be successful in STEM begins at a younger age than previously thought.
Why?
How did he test this?
In another study, Cheryan, stated that older girls demonstrated a difference between their academic
ability and self-image. What do you think accounts for this difference?
What tips does the article offer as ways to increase the confidence of girls in their academic and career
choices?
Cimpain indicates that it is “important not to fall into the trap of always assuming it is the girls who need
to change.” What does he mean by this?

For the male group: pass out copies of the article Sensitive Men Can Save the Planet.
http://drtedzeff.com/news/sensitive-men-can-save-the-planet.php and have the boys read it silently. Lead a
class discussion asking the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Do you think it’s fair that boys are picked on when they show their emotions?
Do you think society encourages boys show anger as an emotion?
Do you think boys need to be cared for, respected and loved to be successful?
Do you think permitting and accepting boys to demonstrate their emotions while young, and
accepting as they age could influence reducing negative male behaviors?
What are your thoughts about the statement from the article that “societies that ultimately succeed
and flourish are the ones that honor both the aggressive warriors and the sensitive advisers.”

Part 3
Return the students together, mixed gender to complete. Instruct the students that they will now explore their
thoughts regarding the disparity in the representation between men and women in STEM fields. Identify the
five places in the room where you have set up signs to indicate: Totally Agree, Kind of Agree, On the Fence,
Kind of Disagree, and Totally Disagree. Explain that you are going to read a series of statements about STEM
fields. The students should move the location that reflects their opinions. After each invite students to share
why they have that opinion regarding that statement.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Some people are more proficient at science and math than others.
Historically, women have always been underrepresented in STEM fields.
Women are currently underrepresented in STEM fields.
The participation of women in STEM fields today compared with the number of men is lower due to
lack of choice.
5. There are benefits to being a woman in male-dominated STEM fields.
6. Minority women have the same STEM opportunities as non-minority women.
7. Societal stereotypes exist for people who demonstrate STEM abilities.
8. STEM workplace environments encourage women to enter STEM fields.
9. Women and men have equal access to education and, therefore, equal opportunities to enter STEM
fields.
10. The American education system sufficiently prepares women for entering STEM careers.
11. Gender stereotypes prevent women from entering STEM fields.
12. Women in STEM fields have the same opportunities as men to advance their careers.
13. The underrepresentation of women in STEM fields should be considered a social justice.
Part 4
Show the video clip https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs. Discuss how media influences and
reinforces our stereotypes.
Day 2 Part 5
Show video clip https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlUqx9KYXjQ Discuss how we are often inspired by
those who have paved the way before us. In mixed gender groups, the students will create a poster that is a
“Portrait of Inspiration” for the next group of students. The poster should include: the name of the STEM
woman, how this woman was inspired to pursue a STEM career at an early age, opportunities she may have
had, mentors she may have had, experiences that shaped her field of interest, images should be included.
This task can be completed on the computer using a poster generating program such as
https://www.canva.com/create-a-design or something similar. Students can also create posters by hand.

STEM Contribution
Known for decades of research on gorillas in the
mountain forests of Africa
Credited with being the world’s first computer
programmer
Invented Kevlar
Discovered the AIDS drojp Azidothymidine (AZT)
Provided the first photograph of DNA
Discovered the first pulsar
Pioneered research on the treatment of tumors with
radiation
Discovered nuclear fission
Discovered that chromosomes are responsible for an
organism’s biological sex
Invented the windshield wiper
Invented the telephone
Discovered the structure of DNA
Developed the theory of relativity
Discovered penicillin
Pioneered research that served as the basis for
modern theories concerning evolution
Determined that the Earth and other planets revolve
around the sun
Formulated the laws of gravity
Discovered genetic inheritance
Heavily influenced our current understanding of
black holes
Designed and piloted the world’s first successful
airplane

Contributor Name
Diane Fossey
Ada Lovelace
Stephanie Kwolek
Gertrude B. Elion
Rosalind Franklin
Jocelyn Bell Bernell
Marie Curie
Lise Meitner
Nettie Stevens
Mary Anderson
Alexander Graham Bell
Francis Crick, James Watson
Albert Einstein
Alexander Fleming
Charles Darwin
Galileo Galilei
Isaac Newton
Gregor Mendel
Stephen Hawking
Orville and Wilbur Wright

